PHYSICS
Herein lies he explanation of innumerable
natural and technical phenomena such as. the
colours of glowing eases whether thev exist in the
sun and stars in auroras or in street lamps jnd
neon signs Herein also lies the reason for the
importance of spectrosoopy which is the study
of the characteristic radiation from excited atoms
for spectroscopy is not only a useful tool for the
chemical identification of elements ( spectro
scopic analysis ) buu was one of the rnajj routes
along which twentieth century physicists broke
through to a knowledge of the Inner nature of the
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Particles may respond to some or, all of the
forces Protonb are involved with all of them
but electrons lespond to all except the strong
interaction When new particles are discovered
physiasta try to find out their Qtndamental pro
perties and among these is their jjesponse (if any)
to each Innd of force Some other basic pio
perties are electnc charge 'if ap#). mass (if ani)
and the speed with which the ^ofacle splits un
spontaneously into other types v ^rf &-o *
Maxwell and Electromagnetic Waves
Atom are held together by the electric attrac
tion of the nucleus for the electrons Finer
details of atomic behaviour depend on the
magnetic moments of the particles Any region
ot space subject to electric and magnetic influences
is called an electromagnetic field Before the
discovery of the electron Maxwell had perfected
a general theory of the electromagnetic field
giving to physics a celebrated set of equations
which describe satisfactorily almost aE electnc
and magnetic phenomena Inter alia he proved
that disturbances in the e^ctnc and magnetic
conditions at one place could be propagated to
•mother place through empty space with a
definite velocity just as sound waves axe propa
gated through air Such electromagnetic distur
bances in transit are called electromagnetic waves
and their velocity turned out experimentally to
be the same as that of hrht and radio wives—
wmch was a decisive argument to show that both
of these phenomena, are themselves electro
jiagnetic waves
So many so called elementary ^arwctef M*e
been discovered (about a hundred) tnffit ite^Bole
conception of elementary ness has been in
question 4re all the particles equally elemen
tary ' Are some of them excited states or com
bmations of otheis? When a family reaches a
hundred it becomes difficult to believe they are att
grandparents One current trend is away from
setting up a hierarchy in which, some particles axe
elementary and some composite and towards treat
ing th°m all as mutually dependent for their
existence This however is a very difficult
problem not yet solved.
A few particles are stable but most decay into
products The lifetimes of unstable particles
are extraordinarily short by everyday standards
but even so some (of about 10~17 sec or upwards)
are much longer than others (of about 10~ sec )
The Table on page F14 contains tbe stable
paiticles and a selection of the moderately
unstable ones with brief comments on their pro
perties
The Table shows a rudimentary classification
into four groups d) the photon (h) leptons—•
which are particles lighter than protons which
do not react to the strong type of force (m)
mesons—which ire particles lighter than protons
which are subject to all the finds of force dv)
barjons—which include protons neutrons and
heavier particles all of which react to the
Einstein and Photons
In the years between about 1900 and 1920 this
view was upset by Planck Einstein Mfliikan
usd others who focused attention on phenomena
(radiant heat photoelectricity) in which light
behaves like a stream of particles and not at all
like waves A wave and a particle are two quite
different things as anyone will admit after a
moment s contemplation of say the npples on a
pond and a floating tennis ball The acute
question was is light like waves or particles?
Ihis celebrated dilemma soon multiplied its horns
In 1927 electrons were shown to be quite capable of
behaving as waves instead of particleo and this
is now known to be true of protons neutrons and
all other fundamental particles as well
theoretical physicists have devised means of
h ivmg it both w~ys To say that light behaves
as particles means that the waves of the electro
magnetic field cannot have then- energy sub
divided indefinitely For waves of a given
frequency there is a certain irreducible quantity
of energy that must be involved whenever light
interacts with anything This quantity is the
product fa> where v is the frequency and h is a
constant named after Planck Each such unit
is called a Quantum of the electromagnetic fidd or a
photon and is counted as one of the fundamental
particles Frequencies and wavelengths vary
widely typical wavelengths are radio—Iran
dreds or thousands of metres radar—a few
centimetres visible light—5 x 10-' cm X
rays—10~8 cm
strong force Many of these particles have
been produced for the first time in recent years by
bombarding matter with beams of high energy
particles Much of this work is dons in the large
accelerating macliines at Brookhaven New "iork
and the European Organisation for Nuclear Re
search Geneva
Forming particles mto groups is an important
matter It is comparable with arranging chemical
elements into the Periodic Table The pattern
does not of itself explain anything but it strongly
suggests where to look for explanations The
classification of particles currently favoured is
based on the very sophisticated mathematical
ideas known as group theory Group theory is a
branch of mathematics which is finding increasing
application in physics and it had a resounding
success recently which illustrates the value of
grouping It turned out that there was no known
particle to occupy a vacant position m one of the
family groups required by the theory This
particle the omega minus was sought and found
with exactly the right properties m February
1964 This is reminiscent of finding the missing
elements m the Periodic Table The discovery
of omega minus generated much excitement in
the scientific world and many physicists believe
that a new and deerter understanding of funda
mental physics is just round the corner The
comer may be turned if three much sought after
but as yet undiscovered particles called the quarks
are found Some theoreticians believe that the
properties of all other particles could be explained
by the behaviour of the three really fundamental
quarks The latter are hypothetical but are being
token very seriously by those who are trying to
detect them experimentally
Elementary Particles
Nature seems to use four different kinds of force
to make one particle interact with another The
weakest force is gravity while this dominates
celestial mechanics its effect inside atoms is
negligible compared with the other three The
binding forces inside atoms are electromagnetic
e g the attraction of nuclei for electrons Con
aderably stronger still is the nuclear force which,
holds the nuclei together and this is called the
strong vnterudMn The fourth, force is called the
weak interaction and is intermediate in strength
between electromagnetic and gravitational forces
It is responsible for a number of phenomena of
which the best known is j3 radioactivity
G (80thI'd)
It is now accepted that every fundamental
particle is a manifestation of the waves of one or
other kind of field Physicists speak of waves,
particles and fields m the same breath or rather
the same equation Little is to be gained by-
asking if electrons or photons are really
particles or waves AH one can say is that they
are things whose behaviour is predicted and
described by certain equations Those who must
visualise can Imagine particles in some phenomena
and waves in others neither conception contains
the whole trath. Why should the ultimate
invisible constituents of matter be forced into one
or other category derived from everyd&y experi
ence? For convenience, however we shall <sontinue
to call these things ' elementary particles.'

